XIII BATTLE UNDER HEILSBERG
The City Hall of Lidzbark Warmiński, the Lidzbark Culture House and the Wileński
Musketeers Regiment invite to participate in the reconstruction of the 13th Battle of
Heilsberg.
The battle of Lidzbark Warmiński, known in history as the Battle of Heilsberg, an
important event of the decisive spring campaign, was fought on June 10, 1807, and its last
chords continued until the following day. It was an important element of Napoleon's war
with the Fourth Coalition (1806 - 1807).
In terms of the number of troops present in it (Napoleonic and Russian-Prussian) and losses
suffered by both sides, it was the greatest Napoleonic battle fought in the field in today's
Poland.
We are currently organizing a reconstruction in the historical position of the RussianPrussian army. Currently, a groundwork, dugouts and military buildings have been built
here. In the place of reconstruction, a camp and a historical market are also created.

WE PROVIDE

Firewood
Onstruction wood for building shacks
Branches to cover shacks
Straw to cover shacks
Gunpowder
Half of food
Drinking water
Toilets / sanitary facilities
Camping site
Access to the pond bathing
Pay paid/reimbursement of travel costs to uniformed reconstructors with weapons in the
amount of:
•
•

50 PLN / person living from 25 km to 100 km from the place of reconstruction
PLN 100 / person living over 100 km from the place of reconstruction

Reimbursement of travel costs calculated for each person based on the kilometer and ID
card or other document confirming the place of living.
Cavalry and other non-standard forms - reimbursement of horse transport costs, cannons,
etc., determined individually with the organizer.
Applications are accepted until 30/04/2019.
The number of seats is limited! The order of applications decides!
If the number of reconstructors assumed by the organizer is exceeded, the applications
will still be accepted, subject to a lack of pay.
We invite you to apply!
Contact: heilsberg.ldk@gmail.com

